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Designing a playground 

The challenge for this prototype was to design a playground. In our 

group, we started out by trying to define what we thought a good 

playground should contain and focused on how this could be 

expressed in our playground.  

We wanted to make a playground that facilitated the different types 

of play experiences proposed by Roger Caillois Fundamental 

Categories. He divides play experiences into four categories: Agön as 

competitive play, Alea as a game of chance, Mimicry as play-pretend 

or simulation and finally Ilinx as a state of vertigo produced by fast 

movement or whirling (Caillois p. 12-13 1962). We also wanted the play 

experience to have a focus on flow and loops in the play activity 

where all play equipment (toys) leads back to where the parents are 

positioned. 

 

After several sketches and iterations on the overall layout of the 

playground that could facilitate our intended play experience, we 

came up with a circular playground with the parent/child interaction 

focused in the middle of the playground. All toys containing an 

interaction with the sense of Ilinx are facing towards the parents in the 

center, e.g. the ends of the slides. Each toy had to be easily accessible 

and have some sort of Ilinx experience leading the child towards new 

experiences or exploration. Having an Ilinx experience connecting the 

different possible play experience makes the children excited/thrilled 

and ready to find a new toy to interact with. Between the Ilinx 

experiences we wanted the playground to facilitate exploration 

invoking the sense of Alea and Mimicry. Therefore we decided that all 

toys in the playground should be connected with hidden underground 

passages creating a maze-like feeling, where the children will initially 

not know where to go or where they will end up - going on an 

exploration to find out how the toys are connected. The toys should 

also be interconnected with ‘transit’ toys that would allow the children 
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to go between toys over the ground, e.g. using cableways, climbing 

nets and so forth.  

After the initial design process, we separately worked on fleshing out 

details of the playground. Hereafter we returned to the group to 

gather the result and formalize the final playground design. 

The overall loops of the play experience in the playground are 

illustrated as shown:  

 

The children can stay in the main exploration/event (Ilinx) loop or have 

an Agön experience challenging each other or themselves and finally 

all toys should facilitate some sort of experimentation allowing the 

children to find other types of play experiences in each toy and the 

playground itself. 

 

The toys for the main loop should ideally be easily accessible and 

within immediate view from all parts of the playground, enabling the 

children to instantly find a new Ilinx toy to motivate exploration of the 

whole playground. As illustrated here: 
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To facilitate the sense of Mimicry we themed the whole playground so 

that the exploration and the toys can be used to play pretend that you 

are in outer space.  

 

To explore how a toy in the playground could facilitate all of these 

experiences I build a 3D model containing all the aspects.  

 

I expect that children’s first interaction with the spaceship will be 

through the main entrance. This leads up past the porthole and down 

the slide. When returning to interact with the spaceship the children 

can then explore other parts of the toy. For instance, through the 

porthole the children can look, into ‘space’, towards the other toys – 

enabling a stronger sense of mimicry. There are also two secret 

entrances to the toy, one being a climbing net in the front – here the 

children can compete or simply challenge themselves with an Agõn 

play experience. The other secret entrance is placed at the ships 

thrusters. Here the spaceship is connected to the tunnels from other 

parts of the playground, this area lead into a maze-like entrance where 

exploration is needed to find the one path going into the ship itself.   
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The Doughnut 

The center of the circular playground should facilitate inter-parent 

interaction, with a bench like installations where they can relax and 

talk to another parent while observing their children. Around the grass 

doughnut, there is a stroller friendly circular path that can be utilized as 

a racing track for kids on bikes, toy cars and so forth. In the center of 

the doughnut there is a sandpit 

area, where the smallest children 

can play, this is also the area that 

connects the center with the toys 

through the tunnels. Generally 

speaking, the size and paths of 

the tunnels would need to be 

tested ensuring that the parents 

can always reach their children. 

Future thoughts 

The playground we have designed has a few issues and problematic 

areas that need to be re-evaluated. Currently, the design does not 

take into account that the area is potentially quite hazardous at night, 

e.g. with the tunnels and inside areas of the toys. This issue can 

although be fixed with a rather complex lighting system, with overall 

lighting and lights going through toys and tunnels. This would also allow 

for older children to enjoy the area after dark. The make-believe 

feeling of being in outer space would be enhanced once the 

surrounding area is dark and the toys and tunnels are lit. Allowing for a 

potential fun/dangerous place to hang out and ‘play’.  
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